
Minutes of the Meeting of the Tender Committee held on 22.06.2022 in the office of 

Commander URRS Phalta at Hydraulic Study Department in terms of Price Bid 

evaluation of NIT(Tender No.Hyd/12003.XX11/177 dt.12.05.2022) for 
supply/engagement of 3 nos.semi-skilled labourer on ‘per-operation’ basis at 

Upper Reaches Research Station,Phalta_at an estimated Cost.Rs 14,76,000/- for 2 

years. 

Members of the Tender Committee: 

I. Mr. A.S.Nandy, Chief Officer, URRS Phalta , Hydraulic Study Department & Convener 

2. Mr. lL. Kumar. Executive Engineer (RT), Civil Engineering Department 

4 
3. Mr. A. Banerjee, Sr. Accounts Officer (Booking), Finance Department 

The Price Bid of the subject tender was opened on 20.06.2022 and a tender Committee 

meeting was held on 22.06.2022 to analyse the price bid acceptability. 

The Tender Committee has scrutinized the submitted price bid of M/S L.K. Engineering 

Works, the sole techno-commercially qualified bidder. 

The quoted percentage of profit of M/S L.K. Engineering Works is 23.99% over prevailing 

minimum wages for semi-skilled labour. 

As per mandatory labour rules and latest Government rate and directives the contractor is 

required to pay 13% towards EPF and 3.25% towards ESI. 

As per techno-commercial bid of M/S L.K. Engineering Works, bidder is not required to pay 

bonus to the employees as per payment of Bonus Act and with all its up-to-date amendments. 

[ L.K.ENGINEERING WORKS 
» Quoted Percentage Profit Contribution towards Contribution towards | Contractor's profit margin 

of the contractor over EPF(13%) ESI(3.25%) | = A-B-C 

prevailing minimum (B) (C) 

| wages in the price bid | | 

| (A) | a | : 

23.99% 13.00% 3.25% 23.99%-13.0%-3.25% 

| 
1.74% | 

Therefore contractor’s profit margin for the said job is 7.74% Le. 2.26 % below par of the 

estimated cost and within the acceptable limit for the job ~ Hiring of three(3) nos. Semi- 

Skilled Labourer in the vacant posts at URRS Phalta under Hydraulic Study Department, 

SMP Kolkata through hiring of services “per operation basis” for a period of two(2) years” 

After due deliberation, the Tender Committee recommends acceptance of the Price Bid of 

M/S L.K. Engineering Works subject to the approval from the competent authority. 
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